
Momentum Notes

1. Mechanics Review

All of what we learned in the first two terms of this class, plus what we've done so far in fifth term, comes
from the branch of physics called mechanics. Mechanics deals with how objects move around and interact
with each other, and tries to explain the reasons that objects behave as they do.

Mechanics is based conceptually on the three things that I can always measure for any object: its mass, it
position, and its speed. Using these, we try to derive information about the two big question that mechanics
is concerned with: "How is this object moving right now?" and "How is its motion changing?"

There are several equivalent ways to describe the motion of an object or its change in motion. An object
that is moving can be said to have velocity, momentum, and kinetic energy, and one can easily convert from
one of these to the others. If we are trying to derive something in a different category from something in a
lower category, we must instead use rate of change, dividing the change in one variable by the cange in
another.

2. Conservation of Momentum

The Law of Conservation of Momentum tells us that The total momentum of all objects involved in any
event is the same before and after the event.

This event can be something like a collision, and explosion, or some other situation. It usually involves
objects spliting up or joinging together. I can calculate the momentum of each piece before and after the
collision. If I add up the momentum of all the pieces before the event, it must be equal to what I get when I
add up the momentum of all the pieces after the event.
It is important to realize that momentum is a vector, and must be added as one. So, for example, two objects



It is important to realize that momentum is a vector, and must be added as one. So, for example, two objects
with equal amounts of momentum will merge and keep going if they are traveling in th same direction, but
if they are traveling in opposite directions and they fuse together, their momenta cancel out and they stop.

3. Collisions

There are two types of collisions that we studied in this chapter. In an inelastic collision, two objects that
collide stick together. Momentum is conserved, as always, but some of their kinetic energy is lost as heat. In
an elastic collision, the objects colliding with each other bounce. Their momentum is conserved, and the
total kinetic energy is conserved. Kinetic energy may still be redistributed among the objects: one object
might share some of its energy with another.

In an elastic collision, it is possible to write equations representing the two conservation laws, and solve by
substitution. However, it is much easier to use the idea of center-of-mass velocity, the velocity the objects
would have if they were stuck together. The final velocity of each object can be found from the original
velocity using the equation on the right below:

In real life, most collisions are somewhere between being purely elastic and purely inelastic. The objects do
not stick together, but they do lose some energy as sound and heat.

4. Collisions in Two Dimensions

Because momentum is a vector, it can be used as easily in two dimesnions as in one. So, for example, if two
people skating across a lake collide and grab each other, they will slide off in some direction that is a
compromise between the velocities they had before the collision. I can use conservation of momentum to
find that direction.

Elastic collisions in two dimensions are a bit trickier. Here, we are helped out by the fact that a force is
required to change momentum: Δp = FΔt. Because the force can only add momentum along the direction it
pushes, we only really have collision in one direction at once; the other components of the object's velocity
will be unchanged.

So, for example, in the collision shown to the left, I
know that the normal forces are purely in the x
direction; the y velocity of each ball does not
change. So, my task is to solve this collision:

ptot = 8 kg m / s
vcm = ptot / mtot = 8 / 4 = 2 m / s
vf = 2vcm - vi
2(2) - 3 = 1 m / s, 2(2) - (-1) = 5 m / s


